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Introduction 18
The field of fisheries science, and, in particular, fish population dynamics and stock assessment 19 modeling has rapidly progressed over the last decade, largely due to advances in computing 20 power, statistical theory, and data collection technology (Maunder and Punt 2013) . Higher 21 resolution data (e.g., catch locations or animal tracks collected via global positioning systems) 22 along with continually improving computational ability have enabled new explorations into how 23 best to model the complex biological and anthropological processes driving fish populations. 24
The result has been a reemergence of modeling tools previously deemed too complex or data 25 intensive, as well as the development of new methods to handle multi-dimensional, 26 spatiotemporal parameter estimation in statistically rigorous ways. 27
28
Spatial analyses now represent a cornerstone in contemporary fisheries modeling and are 29 becoming routinely explored in stock assessment, largely due to the growing quantity of 30 spatially-explicit data being gathered, advances in statistical modeling techniques, and 31 computing power. The importance of incorporating spatial structure into population dynamics 32 models and resultant management decisions for many aquatic species has been widely 33 recognized for more than half a century (e.g., see the spatial models proposed by Beverton andD r a f t spatiotemporal scale of fisheries management decisions has led to a rapid proliferation of spatial 42 modeling techniques, advances in stock assessment methodology, and analyses that suggest 43 improved policy performance (Kerr et al. 2016) . provided a forum to discuss recent advances in spatial modeling, while also highlighting how the 59 results of these approaches could be utilized in current fisheries management paradigms. The 60 symposium was well-attended and contained 24 presentations on various spatial modeling 61 applications. The current special issue includes a selection of papers stemming from the "Space 62
Oddity" symposium (or related to the symposium theme; 
Symposium Themes 70
Modeling Classifications 71
Spatial fisheries models presented at the symposium tended to take either an implicit (empirical) 72 or explicit (first principles) approach to modeling spatial processes and could be broken down 73 into several classifications based on the modeling approach and goals of the analysis (Table 1 , 74 Figure 1 ). Empirical approaches tended to focus on analyzing spatial distributions without 75 explicitly attempting to model the factors responsible for these observed patterns of catch or 76 abundance. Analyses ranged from spatiotemporal valuation mapping (Miller et al. 2017, this 77 issue), which evaluates how species distributions and resulting economic value have changed 78 over time, to geostatistical distributional modeling. The latter approach has been a rapidly 79 emerging subdiscipline that allows researchers to infer how species distributions may change 80 over time based on spatial autocorrelation among catch rates and various biotic and abiotic 81 environmental factors (Thorson et al. 2017, this issue) . Distributional modeling can be utilized 82 to improve survey design (Cao et al. 2017, this Although traditional tagging data, such as identifiable physical implants or marks, can be directly 96 utilized within assessment models to help estimate movement and other biological parameters, 97 biological tags (e.g., parasite infestation rates, otolith microchemistry) can also be informative of 98 population interactions across space and time (Gao et al. 2010; de Moor et al. 2017, this issue) , 99 and may be less costly than traditional tagging methods. 100 101 New insights into best practices for parametrizing spatial models are accumulating, and these can 102 be particularly useful for developing and configuring a new spatial model and for determining 103 whether a spatial or non-spatial assessment model is most appropriate for a given scenario 104 (Langseth and Schueller 2017, this issue). Further development of best practices in spatial 105 modeling will continue, relying heavily on simulation testing, which is a powerful tool forD r a f t mortality and selectivity by area) or spatially-aggregated models that are unable to directly 110 confront spatial processes. Assessment performance has been examined using simulations across 111 a variety of spatial and non-spatial modeling assumptions, including homogenously distributed 112 fishing effort (Truesdell et al. 2017 including the availability of spatial information, the scale at which spatial processes operate 134 relative to management decisions, and bias or risk associated with applying non-spatial 135 assessments or management strategies. Fortunately, closed-loop feedback simulation models, 136 which form the basis of management strategy evaluation, can help identify the robustness of the 137 entire assessment-management system to spatial structure and connectivity among population 138 components (Punt et al. 2017, this issue) . 139
140
Synergistic Approaches 141
Although implicit (e.g., geostatistical distribution models) and explicit (e.g., demographically 142 structured models) methods to modeling spatial processes appear to be diametrically opposed 143 approaches, discussion at the symposium revealed that they could, in fact, be used 144 synergistically. Each approach represents a standalone tool that, when applied in conjunction 145
with alternate spatially-explicit methods, can provide extended benefits. For instance, species 146 distribution models can be utilized to refine stock abundance indices, which can then be 147 integrated into a spatially-explicit stock assessment model. Improved abundance indices, which 148 better account for spatial attributes and autocorrelation across the spatial domain, will directly 149 translate to more accurate (and precise) assessment outputs and resulting spatial management 150 advice. Post-assessment, geostatistical methods can then be utilized to also improve real-time 151 adaptive spatial management (e.g., bycatch avoidance; see techniques represents a paradigm shift in the assessment-management framework, the transition 180 to new approaches may be slow and faced with skepticism. Thus, analysts should be well-181 prepared to address this skepticism, because spatially-explicit modeling techniques often can 182 provide management quantities that more realistically match real-world processes, and should be 183 readily utilized when appropriate data are available and models are thoroughly validated. 184
185
Conclusions 186
As data collection and analytical techniques become more sophisticated, the quality and quantity 187 of readily available spatial information will inevitably increase, thereby fostering the growth and 188 development of spatially-explicit models for use in fisheries management. Spatial stock 189 assessment models do not always provide the most robust results, but in many simulated cases, 190 their application has been shown to provide more reliable results than assessments that assume 191 spatial homogeneity (e.g., Goethel et al. 2015; Punt et al. 2015) . As such, spatial models should 192 be more routinely tested and applied simultaneously with spatially-aggregated counterparts. 193
Simulation analyses, particularly through management strategy evaluation, will continue to be at 194 D r a f t contemporary spatial models as adequate (and in many cases improved) tools for providing 203 management advice. Improved communication among scientists, managers, and stakeholders 204 about spatial model structure, limitations, available data, and future needs should prove 205 beneficial for bridging the gap from exploratory to operational spatial models (see Figure 1 and 206 Table 1 in Berger et al. 2017, this issue) . 207 208 We believe that applied spatial modeling techniques will soon be widespread within fisheries 209 science. Although spatial analyses appear more complex and data intensive than nonspatial 210 counterparts, they allow analysts (and managers) to directly confront many assumptions that are 211 implicit, and thus ignored, in nonspatial models (e.g., parameter homogeneity and closed 212 populations). For many species, spatial analyses can be conducted using existing data sets, and 213 by being more formal about the treatment of assumptions, these analyses provide a higher 214 informational content compared to nonspatial models. In addition, there is an expanding 215 D r a f t "Space Oddity". As stated by the musician David Bowie, we "don't know where [ 
